GCSE Options
2022 - 2024

We hope this booklet will give clear information about the options process and subject choices for those
students entering L5 (Year 10) in September 2022.
The curriculum structure described here is designed to provide a broad and balanced curriculum, whilst
giving students the maximum choice of GCSE subjects; consequently the curriculum offer maximises
appropriate options for further study and career paths.
Derby High School is able to offer a wide and varied range of subjects. We will give students advice on
subject balance and the possible consequences of omitting certain subjects, however, the final subject
combination will be left to personal choice. It is important to consider all the information provided and to
ask lots of questions before coming to a final decision.
THE CORE CURRICULUM - the blue section
All students study the following compulsory GCSEs: Mathematics, English Language and English Literature.
Students also follow non-exam courses in Physical Education, PSHE and our “Genius Hour”.
KEY CURRICULUM OPTIONS - the green section
Every student is expected to study at least one science subject and one language to ensure their mix of
subjects remains broad and balanced.
The Sciences - at Derby High School we are proud to have a strong tradition of teaching separate sciences,
from Year 7, leading to higher than average numbers taking these subjects at GCSE and A level. All
students must include at least one science in their option choices but they have the opportunity to choose
two or three, which gives them greater flexibility. In particular, we recommend that anyone aiming to
apply for teacher training in primary schools should do two (or more) sciences, not just one, since for this
career a broader science knowledge will be needed. Anyone considering a science-based career is advised
to seek further advice about the number of sciences recommended at GCSE.
You will see from the science pages later in this brochure that Chemistry and Physics follow the Edexcel
IGCSE specification which is on a par with the level of difficulty of standard GCSEs. This decision was taken
because the traditional content of the previous courses had become diluted; we believe that these IGCSE
courses allow more time to spend on mastery of the Chemistry and Physics content and also provide a
better preparation for A Level.
If you have any questions about the science courses, please contact any of the Heads of Department (Mrs
Aydi, Biology; Dr Myers, Chemistry; Mrs Orr, Physics) or Mr Lee for careers advice.

Languages - Each student is expected to study a foreign language. Rare exceptions are made to this
criterion (generally in cases where a learning difficulty such as dyslexia makes study of the subject
particularly difficult) but only after discussion and with the approval of the Head of Modern Languages
and the Headteacher.
THE OPTIONAL SUBJECTS - the green section
Students will be asked to select six options in order of preference. An options form will be given out at the
GCSE Options Evening on Thursday 3rd March 2022. Once all choices have been received, a grid will be
created to try and meet these requests. We ask students to select a reserve choice as we cannot
guarantee every possible combination of subjects.
It is important that the choice of subjects is made with the aid of sound careers advice which is available
from Mr Lee.
Please remember that all staff are very willing to give advice on their subject area. Please be advised that
precise course details are accurate at the time of writing, but some changes may occur to accommodate
examination board requirements.

CONTENTS

THE CORE CURRICULUM

English Language
English Literature
Mathematics
Genius Hour
PSHE
Physical Education (Core)
Careers

OPTIONAL SUBJECTS

Art
Computer Science
Design Technology
Drama and Theatre Arts
Food Preparation and Nutrition
Geography

History
Modern Languages:

French
German
Spanish

Music
Physical Education (GCSE)
Religious Studies

Sciences:

Biology
Chemistry
Physics

BOARD
Edexcel

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

CONTENT
 Read a wide range of texts fluently and with good understanding;
 Read critically and use knowledge gained from wide reading to
inform and improve their own writing;
 Write effectively and coherently using Standard English
appropriately;
 Use grammar correctly; punctuate and spell accurately;
 Acquire and apply a wide vocabulary alongside knowledge and
understanding of grammatical terminology, and linguistic
conventions for reading, writing and spoken language;
 Listen to and understand spoken language, and use spoken
Standard English effectively.
ASSESSMENT
Component 1: Fiction and Imaginative Writing
Externally assessed - 40% of the total GCSE
Overview of content
 Study selections from a range of prose fiction.
 Develop skills to analyse and evaluate 19th-century fiction extracts.
 Develop imaginative writing skills to engage the reader.
 Use spelling, punctuation and grammar accurately.
Overview of assessment
 Section A – Reading: questions on an unseen 19th-century fiction extract.
 Section B – Writing: a choice of two writing tasks. The tasks are linked by a theme to the reading extract.
 Assessment duration 1 hour and 45 minutes.
Component 2: Non-fiction and Transactional Writing
Externally assessed - 60% of the total GCSE
Overview of content
 Study a range of 20th and 21st-century non-fiction texts (including literary non-fiction).
 Develop skills to analyse, evaluate and compare non-fiction extracts.
 Develop transactional writing skills for a variety of forms, purposes and audiences.
 Use spelling, punctuation and grammar accurately.
Overview of assessment
 Section A – Reading: questions on two thematically linked, unseen non-fiction extracts.
 Section B – Writing: a choice of two writing tasks. The tasks are linked by a theme to the reading extracts.
 Assessment duration: 2 hours and 5 minutes.
Spoken Language
The preparation and assessment of spoken language is a compulsory requirement of the course of study. It
will appear on all students’ certificates as a separately reported grade, alongside the overall grade issued.
The criteria will address the following assessment objectives:
 AO7 – Demonstrate presentation skills in a formal setting;
 AO8 – Listen and respond appropriately to spoken language, including to questions and feedback to
presentations;
 AO9 – Use spoken Standard English effectively in speeches and
presentations.
Mrs J. Webster, Head of English

BOARD
Edexcel

ENGLISH LITERATURE

CONTENT
 Read a wide range of classic literature fluently and with
good understanding, and make connections across texts;
 Read in depth, critically and evaluatively, so that
students are able to discuss and explain their
understanding and ideas;
 Develop the habit of reading widely and often;
 Appreciate the depth and power of the English literary
heritage;
 Write accurately, effectively and analytically about
reading, using Standard English;
 Acquire and use a wide vocabulary, including
grammatical terminology, and other literary and
linguistic terms needed to criticise and analyse what students read.
ASSESSMENT
Component 1: Shakespeare and Post-1914 Literature
Externally assessed - 50% of total GCSE
Overview of content
 Study a Shakespeare play and a post-1914 British play or novel.
 Develop skills to analyse how the language, form, structure and context of texts can create meanings and
effects.
 Develop skills to maintain a critical style and informed personal response.

Overview of assessment
 Section A – Shakespeare: a two-part question, with the first task focused on an extract of approximately 30
lines. The second task is focused on how a theme reflected in the extract is explored elsewhere in the play.
 Section B – Post-1914 British play or novel: ONE essay question.
 Assessment duration: 1 hour and 45 minutes.
 Closed book (texts are not allowed in the examination).
Component 2: 19th-century Novel and Poetry since 1789
Externally assessed - 50% of total GCSE
Overview of content
 Study a 19th-century novel and a poetry collection from the Pearson Poetry Anthology.
 Develop skills to analyse how the language, form, structure and context of texts can create meanings and
effects.
 Develop skills to maintain a critical style and informed personal response.
 Develop comparison skills.
Overview of assessment
 Section A – 19th-century novel: a two part question, with the first part focused on an extract of
approximately 400 words. The second part is an essay question exploring the whole text.
 Section B – Part 1: ONE question comparing a named poem from the Pearson Poetry Anthology collection
to another poem from that collection. The named poem will be shown in the question paper. Part 2: ONE
question comparing two unseen contemporary poems.
 Assessment duration: 2 hours and 15 minutes.
 Closed book (texts are not allowed in the examination).
Mrs J. Webster, Head of English

BOARD
Edexcel

MATHEMATICS

Mathematics at GCSE continues the study of the
subject from Key Stage 3 and aims to consolidate
and develop students’ skills, knowledge and
understanding of mathematical concepts such as
number and algebra. Many topics already
encountered lower down the school are re-visited
however new concepts are also introduced so
students should try to ensure they have addressed
any areas of weakness before beginning Lower 5. It
is a demanding qualification regarded as essential
by employers and further education providers and
provides an excellent foundation for continuing
study of any numerate subject at A level.
CONTENT
The course content is divided into the following
areas:
 Number
 Algebra
 Ratio and proportion
 Geometry and measures
 Statistics and probability

These are explored in three main ways:
 Use and apply standard techniques (recall and implementation of mathematical facts and processes)
 Reason, interpret and communicate mathematically (for example algebraic proof)
 Solve problems within mathematics and other contexts
ASSESSMENT
The GCSE mathematics qualification will be examined via three written papers each of 1h30m duration.
Two of the papers permit the use of a calculator whereas the third is non-calculator. The papers carry
equal weighting towards the final mark.
All three sets in mathematics are expected to follow the Higher Tier. Students in set 1 and 2 cover all
topics together with supplementary stretch and challenge questions, especially for set 1, and all sets take
the GCSE exam in the summer of Year 11. Higher tier students in the third set will usually meet all topics,
but not in as much depth as the other two sets. This will enable those pupils who find the subject more
challenging to concentrate on the more accessible topics. The majority of students will therefore be
entered for the Higher tier papers, but a few may be entered at Foundation. In any eventuality students
will be entered for the tier that provides the best chance of maximising their final grade and in discussion
with students and parents. There is no coursework.
Tier:
Higher Grades Available
Foundation Grades Available
9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4
5, 4, 3, 2, 1
There is no exact correlation between the new numerical grades and historical letter GCSE grades
however it is generally appropriate to consider grade C to be equivalent to 4/5 and grade A to 7 and A* to
8/9 with the very highest attainers awarded grade 9.
Mr R. Dodson, Head of Mathematics

GENIUS HOUR
Genius Hour lessons consist of two periods (1hr 10mins) per week. The lessons give an opportunity to the
students to explore their own ideas and allow them time to be curious and independent.
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES







To promote student-centred learning
To encourage more active learning
To grow student capacity for independent learning. This will include skills such as planning, research,
referencing and presenting ideas
To foster a love for learning
To develop risk taking, curiosity, persistence, resilience, metacognition and communication skills
To be more prepared for the demands of A Level and beyond

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH PROJECT
Over the course of two terms, students are to research, plan and develop a project of their own choosing.
This is similar to the EPQ, allowing students to pursue their own interests fully and giving them opportunity
to evaluate their own achievements.
In the first term, students decide on a research area. This is driven by the students' own interests and they
can choose to explore anything they wish to. Past areas of research have included:






How has the COVID-19 pandemic impacted the theatre?
The case of Henrietta Lacks: Should science right an ethical wrong?
What makes for a successful business?
Forensic science: How to catch a killer
A Cookery Book for a healthy lifestyle and a healthy planet

The focus of the second term is the preparation of the finished project. The presentation of the project is
entirely down to the student and ideas range from podcasts, video interviews, children’s story books, flying a
large paper plane, board games, TED talks, podcasts… The only limitation being down to resources available
and their own imaginations.
Finally, students present their projects to their peers and reflect and evaluate the research, production and
final outcome of their project. A successful outcome is where the student can reflect on their strengths and
embrace the areas for improvement with positivity.
The expectation is that the students will learn transferable skills which will be useful across all subjects and
particularly at A Level in readiness for more independent study, coursework requirements and EPQ projects.
There will also be an opportunity to learn other skills in the summer term, such as different revision
techniques.

Mr J Bower-Gormley & Mrs A Saunders

PERSONAL SOCIAL HEALTH EDUCATION (PSHE)
PSHE is a vital part of the education process, and takes place throughout the school from entry in U3 up to
U5. It provides a forum for discussion and debate of a wide range of issues, including topics under the three
core themes of Health and Wellbeing, Relationships and Living in the Wider World. It also helps to develop
inter-personal skills, and since it is taught in both form groups and mixed year groups, it helps to foster a
sense of community and mutual understanding between pupils.
From September 2020, it has been mandatory for all schools to deliver Health Education and Relationships
and Sex Education and the PSHE curriculum has been adapted to meet these new requirements.
The syllabus for L5 and U5 may vary, according to the needs and concerns of individual groups, but the broad
outline of the course includes the following areas:







Transition to KS4 and KS5
Employment, Work Experience & Careers
Recognising Unhealthy Relationships &
Behaviours (including facts and laws)
Mental Health and Emotional Wellbeing
LGBT+ awareness
Inclusion, Radicalisation & Extremism






Financial choices and wellbeing (including
money & work; gambling)
Lifestyle choices and stress management
Health choices (including cancer awareness &
screening; donation)
Fertility & reproductive health, pregnancy
choices and parenting
Miss A. Allum, Head of PSHE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Core)
Physical Education continues to form an important part of the curriculum for L5 and U5.
Pupils will follow a timetable that includes the traditional sports, but also includes activities such as
Volleyball, Basketball, Badminton, Fitness and Trampolining.
Opportunities for representing the school at fixtures against other schools, as well as in inter-school sports
are continued and students are encouraged to participate in sporting activities outside school. Many pupils
gain recognition of their participation in sport as part of the Duke of Edinburgh Award scheme, which
students can be involved in at the L5 stage.
Miss B Stirland, Director of Sport

CAREERS
It is sometimes thought that Careers Advice & Guidance only begins
in U4 (Year 9) when GCSE option subjects have to be chosen.
Whilst this is the first significant choice students will have to make
about their future plans and careers, it is never too early to start
thinking about where you may be heading and which skills,
qualities and qualifications are needed.
U4 will have a series of Careers / Progression lessons in PSHE, aided
by the fantastic “Morrisby, Career and Guidance Platform” website
where they will be guided towards sensible and appropriate
choices with their GCSEs. Individual appointments can also be
made with careers staff. Guidance will be impartial and will aim to
keep a student’s options open whilst ensuring that the subject
combination is appropriate for the individual concerned.

Derby High School Careers Fair

During their GCSE courses, advice is available at any time and is
again built into PSHE sessions where career paths can be
researched. As part of the process in deciding which ‘A’ levels or
Apprenticeships to pursue, students will have the opportunity in
U5 / Y11 to complete a Career Profiling test which will form the
basis of careers guidance interviews for Sixth Form and beyond.
Work experience is an ideal opportunity for students to find out
about the world of work, interact within a professional context and
gain key transferable skills. “In person” work experience has been Derby High student on work
mostly put on hold for the last two years but we have established experience
links and partnerships with outstanding providers of online & virtual
work experience and internships such as InvestIN, Springpod, Young Professionals and Oxford Scholastica.
Students are kept informed of these on a regular basis. As and when “in person” work experience returns,
we can usually assist with private arrangements with contacts you may have in organisations, companies or
employers. Please contact school with details of these.
Work experience is usually undertaken in an area of possible career interest but does not need to be.
However for some careers, such as medicine, dentistry, veterinary science, teaching, law and the media, it is
essential to have a detailed portfolio of relevant work experience. Work experience / shadowing is highly
recommended for any degree programme or area of employment due to the transferable skills it helps
develop. There will be additional opportunities to undertake work experience after GCSE exams or in the
Sixth Form.
Even before Covid, careers and the jobs market had changed beyond recognition and are continuing to
change and evolve. Many of our students will have many different “careers” over their working lives and
more still will be doing jobs, and using skills, that currently don’t exist. As such, the key is the development of
a broad range of transferable skills, personal resilience, emotional intelligence and the correct approach to
work and study – often referred to as “attitude over aptitude”. It is a very exciting time to be a young person
entering the world of work and we can offer a wealth of support to your child.

Mr A. Lee, Assistant Head, Co-Curricular and Careers

Mrs S Martin-Smith, Head of Art
BOARD
OCR

ART

WHY STUDY ART?
This course provides pupils with a wide range of creative, exciting and
stimulating opportunities to explore their interests in art and design in
ways that are personally relevant and truly developmental in nature.
The requirements of the specification allow for the study of art and
design in both breadth and depth. It provides progression from Key
Stage 3 and a strong and appropriate foundation for further
progression to art and design related courses such as GCE Art &
Design.
CONTENT
Work submitted for assessment will be from the Fine Art area of study.
Candidates will be able to demonstrate an expressive and personal
response from two or more of the following activities: painting,
drawing, printmaking, constructing, textiles, mixed media, installation
and 3D.
The course requires pupils to show initiative, self-discipline and have a well-organised approach to their
work. Above all, it calls for enthusiasm and enjoyment of art and design.
ASSESSMENT
Candidates will present an exhibition to include:
(a) An art and design portfolio
(b) 10hr test piece set by the examining board
Art and Design Portfolio 60%
For this unit candidates will produce a portfolio of work showing their personal response to a starting
point.
The purpose of the portfolio is to provide candidates with an opportunity to demonstrate their ability to
plan, research, explore, develop and realise ideas in a variety of ways.

Externally Set Task 40% (10 hours)
The purpose of the externally set piece is to allow candidates, working unaided, to conceive, design,
organise and complete a piece of work over a fixed period of time from a given starting point.
Pupils will be assessed on the originality and development of their ideas, their sense of purpose and ability
to sustain study, the practical skills they display and the effectiveness of the completed work. Therefore
pupils need to be active in researching and collecting material for their projects.

Mrs S. Martin-Smith, Head of Art & Design Technology

BOARD
OCR

COMPUTER SCIENCE

WHY STUDY COMPUTER SCIENCE?
Computer Science is a modern, relevant
qualification. Almost every aspect of our lives,
including students’ future careers, is effected by
computers. Understanding how computing
shapes our world and learning the skills
necessary to be a part of this digital revolution is
a vital part of education. This exciting GCSE
gives you an excellent opportunity to develop
computer programming and investigate how
computers work and how they’re used.
Programming builds a lot of transferable skills,
such as abstraction, logic, problem solving and
critical thinking. You’ll also do some fascinating
in-depth research and have chances for creative,
practical work.
It is for all these reasons that computer science is becoming known as the fourth science.
CONTENT
There are two components of the GCSE.


Computer systems. This includes topics such as computer hardware, data representation, networks,
security and system software. It also looks at ethical, legal, cultural and environmental issues
associated with computer science.



Computational thinking, algorithms and programming. Students will need to demonstrate their
understanding of programming techniques, computational logic and will need to give examples of
code to solve a problem. Students are given the opportunity to design, write, test and refine
programs using the text-based, high-level programming language Python.

Using their acquired knowledge of programming, students complete an extended programming project
which is an excellent chance for them to apply their programming skills in creative ways.

ASSESSMENT
There are two examination papers for Computer Science.
Paper 1: 1.5 hours (50%) on computer systems.
Paper 2: 1.5 hours (50%) on computational thinking, algorithms and programming.

Mr S. Williams, Head of ICT

BOARD
AQA

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

WHY STUDY DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY?
GCSE Design and Technology will prepare students to
participate confidently and successfully in an
increasingly technological world. Students will gain
awareness and learn from wider influences on
Design and Technology including historical, social,
cultural, environmental and economic factors.
Students will get the opportunity to work creatively
when designing and making and apply technical and
practical expertise. They will be building on what
they have already studied at Key Stage 3 and using
their acquired skills.
CONTENT


Core technical principles - such as new and emerging technologies, energy, smart and modern
materials, mechanisms, CAD/CAM and a variety of material properties.



Specialist principles - such as knowledge and understanding of materials (wood, metal and
polymers). Selection of materials in relation to aesthetic, environmental, functional, cost, cultural
and social actors.



Designing and making principles - knowledge of designing with the user in mind, communicating
ideas through drawing, using tools and equipment, understanding techniques and processes,
making prototype models, having knowledge of other designers and the ability to evaluate work.

ASSESSMENT
The work is split into 2 areas:
1) A design and make task – the NEA
2) A 2 hour examination
NEA (Non Exam Assessment) 50%

This is an extended design and make task where candidates identify and investigate a design problem,
develop design ideas, model and construct a suitable prototype and evaluate its effectiveness.
Exam 50%
The examination is a two-hour paper with questions based on the content in A, B and C. It will be a
mixture of multiple choice and short answer questions for Section A (20 marks), short answers and more
extended responses for Sections B (30 marks) and C (50 marks).

Mrs S. Ince, Head of Design Technology

BOARD
AQA

DRAMA & THEATRE ARTS

WHY STUDY DRAMA AND THEATRE ARTS?
Drama is a creative course, which develops a
knowledge and interest in theatre, and contains
many transferable skills. Students gain confidence
with presentation skills and become adept at
working as a team, problem solving, and negotiating
with others. Drama encourages students to be
imaginative, innovative and flexible in their thinking,
and is a stimulating subject option.

CONTENT
Component 1: Understanding Drama
Written exam paper.
This paper tests students’ understanding of
characteristics of performance texts and dramatic work. They will consider such aspects as genre, structure,
character and sub-text. In addition, they will look at texts in their social, cultural and historical context and
consider how meaning is interpreted and communicated, using appropriate terminology.
Component 2: Devising drama
Practical and written coursework.
Students’ performance skills will be assessed, and they will develop their ability to research, develop ideas,
collaborate with others, as well as to rehearse, refine and evaluate their work. In their performances they
will need to realise their artistic intentions and create and communicate meaning.
Component 3: Texts in Practice
Practical and written coursework.
Students learn to contribute to text-based drama in a live theatre context for an audience.
ASSESSMENT
Three components:
1.
Written exam paper – 1 hour 45 minutes – 40% of GCSE mark.
There are 80 marks available for this unit. Students will study one set play from a choice of six, and
attend live theatre performances. The exam paper is divided into three sections. Section A is a 4 mark
multiple choice section. Section B contains questions on an extract from the set play and is worth 46
marks. Section C requires students to answer one two-part question on a live performance they have
seen for 30 marks.
2.
Devising Drama - 40% of GCSE mark.
There are 80 marks available for this unit. The written devising log accounts for 60 marks, and is where
the students reflect on their collaboration, creation and rehearsal process. The remaining 20 marks are
for the performance of their work, which is marked by the class teacher and moderated by the
examination board.
3.
Texts in Practice - 20% of GCSE mark.
Students will choose a scripted play that they enjoy, and perform two extracts from the play. There are
25 marks available for each of the extracts, making a total of 50 marks for the unit of work.
Mrs F. Supran, Head of Drama

BOARD
OCR

FOOD PREPARATION & NUTRITION

WHY STUDY FOOD PREPARATION & NUTRITION?
In society today, the food we eat is at the heart of our health and
wellbeing. It is culturally diverse and scientifically fascinating. This
GCSE explores the relationship we have with food, using strong
practical elements to demonstrate increasingly important nutritional
principles.
As a life skill this course has huge significance but there are also clear
links with science subjects and it is particularly relevant for those who
may wish to pursue a career in medicine, pharmacy, nutrition,
dietetics and food manufacture.
CONTENT
The specification focuses on food and nutrition issues in relation to
diet and health throughout life; factors affecting consumer choice;
the nutritional, physical, chemical and sensory properties of foods in
storage, preparation and cooking; food hygiene; safety; and
techniques and skills used in food storage, preparation and cooking.
These will be taught through the following sections;







Nutrition and health - the nutrients and relationship between diet and health.
Food commodities - nutritional value and role of main food commodities.
Meal Planning - balanced diets to meet nutritional needs through life.
Food science and food safety.
Development of food traditions and factors affecting food choice.
Food provenance and security including moral, ethical and environmental issues involved in food
production.
 Practical work – there is an emphasis on strong practical skills and students will do practical work on a
regular basis.
ASSESSMENT
Coursework – total 50%. Completed in the second year of study. Tasks are set by the examination board,
making connections between theory and practice. Learners are able to apply their understanding of food and
nutrition and food science to practical cooking.
Food Investigation Task
15% of total GCSE marks
This assesses the scientific principles underlying the preparation and cooking of food.
Food Preparation Task
35% of total GCSE marks
This assesses the planning, preparation, cooking and presentation of food. Students will be expected to draw
on nutritional knowledge studied, and includes a 3 hour practical exam.
Written Paper – 50%. Food and Nutrition
50% of total GCSE marks - 1 hour 30 mins.

Mrs L. Davies, Head of Food Preparation and Nutrition

BOARD
AQA

GEOGRAPHY

WHY STUDY GEOGRAPHY?







To build an understanding of the forces that have created
the Earth’s landscapes
To contextualise current affairs including key political,
social and environmental developments
To learn about potential solutions to the greatest
challenges facing the planet, including climate change,
poverty and resource scarcity
To extend your place knowledge of different countries
To develop skills in using a variety of maps and data
sources

CONTENT
Unit 1: Physical Geography
Tectonic hazards, weather and climate hazards, rivers and
glaciers, ecosystems and tropical rainforests and hot deserts.
Unit 2: Human Geography
Urban issues and challenges, changing economic world, resource management (with focus on water
security).
Unit 3: Geographical Application
Issue evaluation and fieldwork (human and physical field work).
Fieldwork
Participation in a residential field trip during the summer term of L5 is a requirement. Two days of fieldwork
are a mandatory part of the course.
There is a charge for this trip (in 2019 for L5 students this was approximately £200.00).
ASSESSMENT
Unit 1: Physical Geography (35%)
Unit 2: Human Geography (35%)
Unit 3: Geographical Application (30%)
The use of maps, aerial photos, satellite images and other geographical data taught throughout the course
can be assessed in any of the three units.

Mr J. Gallagher, Head of Geography

BOARD
AQA

HISTORY

WHY STUDY HISTORY?
History provides students with a window into our world.
What we study still resonates today. That said, the past is
fascinating to study in its own right, so that is what we do.
Studying history provides skills as well as knowledge: an
ability to see more than one view point, an ability to
communicate ideas with authority, and an ability to link a
wide range of ideas and events to form a coherent
narrative of the past.
CONTENT
We study modern history in the first year, through
discussion, debate, role play, drawing, and even song.
Year 10 starts by examining how nations attempted to
keep the peace after the ‘Great War’ and how and why
they ultimately failed. We will also examine ‘democracy
and dictatorship’ in Germany from 1890-1945. In Year 11,
students will study the part that migration and empire
have had in shaping Britain across the last millennia. Their
final unit focuses on the Restoration period, a heady mix
of gunpowder plots, plagues and fires. We plan to
organise a field trip for the historic environment element.
This all combines to give students an understanding and
insight into some of the key events and historical themes
across the centuries.
ASSESSMENT
All assessment tasks set in class are exam board style questions so that students get used to the format and
structure expected from the start.
There are two examination papers in history.
Paper 1: 2 hours (50%)
Paper 2: 2 hours (50%)
Paper 1 is divided into two parts:
Period study: ‘Germany 1890-1945. Democracy and dictatorship’.
Wider world study: ‘Conflict and tension 1919-1939’.
Paper 2 is divided into two parts:
Shaping the nation: ‘Migration, empires and the people c790 to the present day’.
British depth study including the historic environment: ‘Restoration England. 1660-1685’.
Dr. S. Mathews, Head of History

BOARD
AQA

MODERN LANGUAGES
FRENCH

GERMAN

SPANISH

WHY STUDY MODERN LANGUAGES?
Languages are essential in the changing world we live in and help develop skills
which can be useful throughout life. They encourage an understanding of the
culture of countries where French, German and Spanish are spoken. The GCSE
course fosters enjoyment of language learning and the recognition that
language skills enable students to take their place in a multi-lingual, global
society.
CONTENT
The syllabus is designed to train candidates to be able to communicate effectively in the foreign language
and to use and understand grammatical constructions accurately. The content is divided into a number of
topics, all of which are based on vocabulary, which will be of practical use to the candidate on a visit to the
foreign country. It includes topics such as home and family, education, food and drink, shopping, travel,
holidays, free time and entertainment, lifestyle and social relationships.

ASSESSMENT
The syllabus content is examined across four skills: Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing. The GCSE has a
Foundation Tier (grades 1-5) and a Higher Tier (grades 4-9). Students must take all four question papers at
the same tier, in the summer exam series at the end of the U5 year. There is no controlled assessment
element.


Listening (25%) – This test is pre-recorded using native speakers and contains materials which would be
heard by a visitor to the foreign country. There is a range of question types. The stimulus material is in
the target language with questions and answers both in English as well as the target language,
depending on both the tier and the section of the paper.



Reading (25%) - This test contains material which would be read by a visitor to the foreign country. The
range of question types is the same as for Listening with the addition of a short translation from the
target language into English.



Speaking (25%) – The oral test consists of a role-play, a photo card and general conversation. The tests
are conducted and recorded by the candidate’s teacher and marked by the examination board.



Writing (25%) – The written test comprises a variety of tasks ranging from a short message, a
translation into the target language to a longer structured task, depending on the tier. The test is
carried out in one final exam during the exam period.

Miss S Kelliher, Head of Modern Languages

MUSIC

BOARD
Edexcel

WHY STUDY MUSIC?
GCSE Music is both practical and
academic. The course develops general
musicianship skills through the three
areas of performing, composing and
studying set works. The set pieces
broaden students' musical horizons and
develop analytical skills.
The subject fosters confidence, selfdiscipline, creativity, team work and is
also intellectually stimulating. This
option provides a breadth and balance to
the Key Stage 4 timetable and makes an
invaluable contribution towards the
complete education of the rounded
individual.
This varied selection of pieces includes music from Wicked and Star Wars as well as by composers such as
Beethoven and from genres such as world music and Latin jazz.
CONTENT
The three main components of GCSE Music are:
 performing on an instrument (or voice)
 composing
 studying set works
For performing, at least Grade 3 at the start of the course is usual, but not always essential. There are wide
choices for composing pieces, which are based on the 8 varied set works. These are from a broad range of
times and places - Instrumental Music from 1700 - 1820, Vocal Music, Music for Stage and Screen and
Musical Fusions.
ASSESSMENT
Unit 1 30% - Performing on an instrument

~

Assessed internally and then moderated externally.

Unit 2 30% - Composing

~

Assessed internally and then moderated externally.

Unit 3 40% - Listening & Appraising

~

A written examination involving knowledge of both set

(or voice)

works and comparisons to unfamiliar music.
(1 hour 45 minutes).
Mrs R Lesley, Head of Music

BOARD
OCR

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (GCSE)

WHY STUDY PHYSICAL EDUCATION?
Students considering this two-year course must have
demonstrated an enthusiasm for, and an interest in,
Physical Education and Sport during the previous
three years. The very highest level of performance is
not necessary initially, but it is imperative that there
is a genuine desire to make real progress. In addition
to the theory components, students will study three
activities selected from an extensive range. It is
anticipated that students will be participating in at
least one of the selected activities outside curriculum
time.
CONTENT
Physical factors affecting performance: Students
explore how parts of the human body function during
physical activity and the physiological adaptations
that can occur due to diet and training. They also develop skills in data analysis, and an understanding of the
principles of training, why we train in different ways and how training plans can be made to optimise results.
There are two topics:

Applied anatomy and physiology

Physical training
Socio-cultural issues and sports psychology: Students develop their knowledge of the social-cultural and
psychological influences on levels of participation in sport, and also how sport impacts on society more
broadly. This includes the individual benefits to health, fitness and well-being of participating in physical
activity, as well as the influences of commercialisation, sponsorship and the media. There are three topics:
 Socio-cultural influences
 Sports psychology
 Health, fitness and well-being
Performance in physical education: Students are assessed in performing three practical activities and one
performance analysis task. In the practical performance, they demonstrate effective performance, the use of
tactics or techniques and the ability to observe the rules and conventions under applied conditions. They are
also required to demonstrate their ability to analyse and evaluate their own performance to produce an
action plan for improvement.
ASSESSMENT
Written Examinations
Practical Performance
AEP (course work)

60%
30%
10%

Miss B Stirland, Director of Sport

BOARD
Edexcel

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

WHY STUDY RELIGIOUS STUDIES?
In Religious Studies we learn about the beliefs and ways of life of
religious and non-religious people and gain a greater
understanding of the human experience in both the past and the
modern world. We explore fundamental philosophical questions
about our lives as human beings such as whether there is a God
and what happens when we die? We explore questions that have
troubled mankind through the ages and examine the diverse ways
in which these questions have been answered. Perhaps some of
the most important questions today are the ethical ones.
Understanding how to navigate ethical issues is becoming
increasingly important in many areas of society, such as politics,
medicine, business and popular culture.
RS will help you see different points of view, develop skills of
analysis,
communication,
understanding,
interpretation,
evaluation, critical thinking and problem solving. These skills are
highly valued in many areas of further studies, in a variety of
careers and also in everyday life in today’s society.
CONTENT
Specification B – Beliefs in Action.
The GCSE course is divided into two parts, Religion and Ethics in Christianity and Religion, Peace and Conflict
in Islam. Each part is assessed with a written examination. Topics and sample subtopics within these two
parts:







Belief in God – the nature of God, life after death and the problem of evil and suffering
Marriage and the family – marriage, gender prejudice and discrimination
Living the religious life – pilgrimage, worship, religious celebrations
Matters of life and death - abortion, euthanasia, issues in the natural world
Crime and punishment – justice, forgiveness, treatment of criminals
Peace and conflict - pacifism, just war, weapons of mass destruction

ASSESSMENT
Two written examination papers of 1 hour 45 minutes each.


Paper 1 - Religion and Ethics in Christianity (50%)



Paper 2 - Religion, Peace and Conflict in Islam (50%)

Miss L. Wilson, Head of Religious Studies

BOARD
AQA

GCSE BIOLOGY

WHY STUDY BIOLOGY?
Biology is a ‘subject for life’ – life on Earth.
Exciting new discoveries are being made all
the time relating to health, drugs and
agriculture. We need to find ways to address
climate change. We will be using information
from the Human Genome Project to develop
new therapies to overcome genetic disorders
and develop new vaccines and drugs.
Studying Biology could allow you to be part
of this exciting future.
Many career paths can be followed using
GCSE Biology as a spring board; examples
include teaching, editing a scientific journal,
working for the environment agency, being a
writer and broadcaster, accountancy and banking as well as the more obvious ones of medicine, dentistry,
veterinary science, ophthalmology, forensic science, physiotherapy and nursing.

CONTENT

1. Cell biology
2. Organisation
3. Infection and response
4. Bioenergetics
5. Homeostasis and response
6. Inheritance, variation and evolution
7. Ecology
8. Key ideas
ASSESSMENT
Assessment is linear, with students taking two 105 minute written papers, each worth 50% of the marks, at
the end of U5.

Mrs K. Aydi, Head of Biology

BOARD
Edexcel

IGCSE CHEMISTRY

WHY STUDY CHEMISTRY?
Do you want to solve the world food problem?
Find a cure for Ebola? Find a way of making
nuclear waste safe? Solve the approaching
energy crisis? Tackle climate change?
The people working on these problems will
have studied chemistry.
CONTENT
The course is a natural extension of the topics
and ideas already encountered at Key Stage 3.
The additional material enables the transition
to A Level to be relatively painless.
Examples of topics studied are given below:
1: Principles of Chemistry
States of matter; elements, compounds and mixtures; atomic structure; the periodic table; formulae and
equations; structure and bonding
2: Inorganic Chemistry
Groups 1 and 7; reactivity series and the extraction of metals; acids, alkalis and making salts; chemical tests
for ions and gases
3: Physical Chemistry
Energetics; rates of reactions; reversible reactions and equilibria
4: Organic Chemistry
Crude oil; alkanes; alkenes; alcohols; carboxylic acids and esters; synthetic polymers
ASSESSMENT

Assessment consists of two components:
Paper 1 is assessed through an examination paper of length two hours, marked by Pearson (Edexcel) and
worth 61.1% of the total IGCSE marks.
Paper 2 is assessed through an examination paper of length one hour and 15 minutes, marked by Pearson
(Edexcel) and worth 38.9% of the total IGCSE marks.
Both papers are taken at the end of the two year course and assess chemistry from all areas of the
specification. The papers are not tiered, although Paper 2 contains questions on topics that may have been
studied in greater depth. Students are awarded a grade from 1 (at the lower end of the ability range) to 9.
Dr J. Myers, Head of Chemistry

IGCSE PHYSICS

BOARD
Edexcel

WHY STUDY PHYSICS?
Physics provides a strong foundation for any career,
especially a science-based career, such as medicine
or engineering. You will acquire habits of thinking
which help you to work things out analytically and
apply your knowledge to calculations. These skills
will help you in a wide variety of jobs. Physicists
research the answers to some big questions about
the nature of the Universe, so you will have plenty
of opportunities to develop your own questioning
approach. But the very best reason for studying
Physics is that you enjoy the subject and find it
interesting!
CONTENT


Forces & Motion:

Why things move the way they do and how forces cause a change in
shape. Includes momentum and moments.
 Electricity:
Electricity in the lab and in our homes.
 Waves:
Light and sound waves and how we use x-rays, radio waves,
microwaves and other waves.
 Energy Resources & Transfers
Where we get our energy from and how we use that energy.
 Solids, Liquids & Gases:
How particles behave in the three states of matter and how pressure
and temperature affect them.
 Magnetism & Electromagnetism: Magnetic materials and properties, how motors work and how
electricity is generated.
 Radioactivity & Particles:
What is inside the atom, how this can change using nuclear fuels.
 Astrophysics:
How the universe is made and the life cycle of stars.
ASSESSMENT
Single tier of entry

Two exams:

Paper 1 lasts 2 hours and contains the core content.
Paper 2 lasts 1 hour 15 minutes and contains core content plus some sub topics in
greater depth. Both exams take place at the end of the two year course.

No coursework:

There is no formally assessed practical work although there are 12 set practicals which
must be completed throughout the course. Paper 2 includes comprehension questions
designed to test candidates’ knowledge of standard physics experiments.

Grading:

9 - 1. Derby High pupils will, of course, generally be accessing levels 9 - 5.
Our experience of IGCSE shows that it provides excellent preparation for transition to
A level.
Mrs J. Orr, Head of Physics

